Welcome for Admission to International Students

- Affordable Tuition Fees & Scholarship Schemes for International Students
- Curriculum that meets International Job Market
- Part Time Support by University via Wakkanai Chamber of Commerce
- Affordable Student Apartment
- Tutor Assistance for International Students
- Located in Peaceful Environment
- Internship Available
- Fully Practical Oriented Classes
- Research Programme for Bachelor Students

Come Join us,
We will try our best to enrich you with Knowledge & Information

International Network

Geo-Location for Wakkanai

What We Offer

- Tourist & Marketing Category
- Mathematics Category
- Media Art Category
- Library Science Category
- Programming Category
- Environment & Energy Category
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Internship Available

Fully Practical Oriented Classes
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CONTACT US

Wakkanai Hokusei Gakuen University
Wakabadai 1-2290-28
Wakkanai, Hokkaido, Japan
Tel: +81-162-32-7511 FAX: +81-162-32-7500
E-mail: international-admin@wakhok.ac.jp
URL: http://www.wakhok.ac.jp/eng/
WAKHOK University is a leading academic institution in IT with global reach. The skyrocketing breakthroughs and advancements in the field of information and technology have indeed made the 21st century an era of spellbinding technological gizmo. This metamorphosis in technological trend, undeniably, has been the source of driving for this emerging technology-integrated media, in its present leading edge.

Nonetheless, eye-blinking advancements in technologies, global interest in information and the never ending quench for the higher speed in information exchange played a key role in bringing these three areas into a common platform of information sharing wherever and whenever required. This new integration of these historic fields has been termed as ‘Integrated Media’. The present day communication technique the so called internet bandwagon has brought into spotlight the revolutionary media such as World Wide Web, email, blogs, Social Networks, web services and online transformation of every single information repository. As a result of this progression, those isolated media got integrated involving every possible sector including the monetary, educational and political institutions. We acknowledge this kind of newly diverted revolution as an inevitable historical epic. For the sake of this point of mission and to support for the advancement of this field, we strongly believe that a newly motivated educational system is necessary, and therefore, WAKHOK has been established to fulfill this requirement.

Main Campus

The main campus of WAKHOK is located in Wakkanai, Hokkaido, the northernmost city of Japan. We at Wakkanai Campus are advancing and disseminating our knowledge through innovative teaching, seminars and research. The University is located in a quiet atmosphere and clean air, providing an ideal environment for students to study and pursue their individual goals.

WAKHOK was established to meet the pace of the fast changing IT technology with a revolutionary educational system. We offer a four year Bachelor’s Program in Information Technology for the students. It also offers the students with the Research Program: the student gain the Post Graduate Diploma Degree after the successful completion of Research Program.

Vision

WAKHOK envisions a world-class IT Educational Model in the global context

WAKHOK Milestones

1987: Established as a junior college with two departments: Department of English and the Department of Management and Information.
2000: WAKHOK upgraded from 2 year college to a 4 year University with the faculty of Integrated Med ia. This became a new kind of faculty in Japan.
2004: WAKHOK opened its first branch; the Tokyo Satellite in Ichigaya, Chiyoda Ward, Tokyo.
2006: The University extended its International Networks in South Asian countries such as Nepal, Bangladesh, Vietnam and Russia.

Research Program

The students may conduct research in any of the contemporary topics of their interest based on Java or any other latest technology, and may choose the term of research program which is a period of 6 months, 1 year or 1 and half years. The program is an excellent platform for the students to gain a first-rate IT knowledge with the guidance of our highly experienced and supportive Professors and Supervisors. The program also facilitates students to develop remarkably exploitative skills encouraging them to develop pioneer softwares. The goal of the research is to edify our students with practical knowledge through the participation in real time programming and development of software which are thoughtfully designed with new pattern of algorithms.

Admissions

Admission procedure to enter WAKHOK University has been made as flexible as possible, however, International students desiring to enter this University have to plan ahead on sufficient time and adhere to the Japanese rules and procedure applicable to International students. Keeping in view the hurdle for the International students our staffs in the International Office are always prepared to assist you.

WAKHOK University invites all prospective students aspiring to educate themselves in the possible, however, International students desiring to enter this University have to plan ahead on sufficient time and adhere to the Japanese rules and procedure applicable to International students. Keeping in view the hurdle for the International students our staffs in the International Office are always prepared to assist you.

Admission Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuition Fees for International Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Message from WAKHOK President

On behalf of the WAKHOK University, I would like to welcome all the prospective students from both National and International communities to WAKHOK, an IT University targeted for the century ahead. I have the pleasure to introduce WAKHOK as one of the pioneers in the IT oriented University in Japan having the main University in Wakkanai, Hokkaido. This University gives high priority to the latest IT education & constantly drives itself in this technological marathon as a leader of the advancing technology educator of the latest tools and information readily applicable in the practical level in the field of Computer and Technology. Accordingly, most recent technical environment is available in the university including advanced computing network.

We are anticipating an increasing number of enthusiastic students from all over the world to pursue the most advanced technology that the latest era has to offer. The University has always exhibited its indefatigable effort toward the advancement both in knowledge disseminating methodology and internal infrastructure without any kind of compromises. It is a matter of pride that our graduates have taken leadership in the field of IT both in Japan and international communities. Further, our international students act as cross-cultural ambassadors between diverse cultures from their home country. We welcome you to our University, which prides itself on the richness of its peaceful environment, rich culture and conducive environment for education seekers.

Message from the International Department

From its very inception in the year 2004 International Department has stimulated the affiliations activities of the University with the academic institutions of various countries with an aim to transform it into a multicultural and transnational community providing environment of learning and cross cultural exchange for our International students.

Until date we have established International relationship with the academic institutions of Nepal, Vietnam, China, Bangladesh, Russia and USA. Presently we are in a gradual process of further expansion of our activities towards establishing ourselves in the sphere of student transfer programs, research and cooperation. We are always committed to strengthen affinity and mutual understanding among the students from diverse communities, to devise cerebral solutions to the problems of our International students with various support programs and to provide counseling service to our prospective International students.